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All they wanted was a cure, but what they got was terror! Return once again as a detective for the Agency of Anomalies. This
time you're called to a health spa in the Alps, 5d3b920ae0
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Game doesn't work for me. I have tried it on two computers: a windows 10 machine with an nvidia card, and a windows 7
machine with ATI radeon video card. Problem identical on both: I get the opening credits, and then the "loading" screen. After
about 10 seconds, I'm back to the desktop. I asked for a refund, but the game was over 2 weeks old. I buy 10 or more games
when they are on sale, and they last me 2 or 3 months. To tell me to contact Big Fish Games for help is worthless. I read their
technical help pages. I bought the game from Steam, not Big Fish. I have over 130 games in my library, and this is the first one
that I couldn't run. Both of my computers are stock HP machines, nothing custom. I have searched the X86 steam directory for
a log file, but can't find one. I don't care about the $$, I would like to play the game.. Game doesn't work for me. I have tried it
on two computers: a windows 10 machine with an nvidia card, and a windows 7 machine with ATI radeon video card. Problem
identical on both: I get the opening credits, and then the "loading" screen. After about 10 seconds, I'm back to the desktop. I
asked for a refund, but the game was over 2 weeks old. I buy 10 or more games when they are on sale, and they last me 2 or 3
months. To tell me to contact Big Fish Games for help is worthless. I read their technical help pages. I bought the game from
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Steam, not Big Fish. I have over 130 games in my library, and this is the first one that I couldn't run. Both of my computers are
stock HP machines, nothing custom. I have searched the X86 steam directory for a log file, but can't find one. I don't care about
the $$, I would like to play the game.
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